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Creative Writing Masterclass: Children’s Fiction 
 

 

Dates Saturday 14 and Sunday 15 December 2019 

Times 10.30 – 17.00  

Location Harry M Weinrebe Learning Centre  

Level All levels – please note this course requires a preparatory activity 

Class size Maximum 16 participants  

 
 

Course description 

Join this two-day creative writing masterclass to explore how your favourite child characters in fiction 

were created, and experiment with writing fiction of your own. Whether you’re a budding author of 

children’s stories, writing adult fiction featuring child characters, or simply seeking some 

understanding of how novels are made, this course provides a supportive and creative environment to 

explore and develop your creative ideas. 

 

Over the weekend, we will take inspiration from some of the books, characters, authors and ideas 

featured in our exhibition, Marvellous and Mischievous: Literature’s Young Rebels. By reading and 

discussing sample texts together, we will explore the characteristics of classic and contemporary child 

protagonists, including Pippi Longstocking, Harry Potter, Julian (Is A Mermaid) and Xiomara (The 

Poet X), to discover what makes inspiring, vivid and memorable characters in fiction. Through varied 

and enjoyable creative writing exercises, you will compose your own characters, scenes and stories. 

There will also be an opportunity to discuss routes to further study or publication. 

 
 

 

Saturday 

After a short introductory session, we will discuss the characteristics of classic child characters in 

fiction, look at a selection of sample texts in a handout, and delve into a few creative writing 

exercises. We will then visit the exhibition, Marvellous and Mischievous: Literature’s Young Rebels, 

and make notes. After lunch, we will talk about our responses to the exhibition, and engage in more 

creative writing exercises inspired by texts and characters we’ve encountered. 

 

Sunday 

We will begin by discussing a selection of contemporary child characters in fiction, and looking at a 

selection of texts by authors including Philip Pullman, Patrice Lawrence, Sarah Crossnan and David 

Almond. These discussions will be interspersed throughout the day by linked creative writing 

exercises. The day will conclude with a discussion about what we’ve learned, with the opportunity to 
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ask questions about further study or routes to publication.

 
 

Tutor 

This course is led by Ellen Wiles, a novelist, scholar and literary curator. Ellen is the author of The 

Invisible Crowd and Saffron Shadows, and reviews fiction and literary non-fiction for the TLS. She has 

an MA in Creative Writing from Royal Holloway, and has recently completed her PhD. She regularly 

teaches creative writing workshops. As the mother of two small children, she is immersed in reading 

fiction involving child characters.  

 
 

Preparatory activity 

None required. Participants are invited to bring along a book of fiction featuring a child character (it 

can be a children’s or an adults’ book) to discuss.  

 
 

Previous skills, knowledge or experience 

None required. The course is designed to cater to all levels of experience. 

 

Facilities and refreshments 

Please note that the Learning Centre will open to participants 15 minutes before the stated course 

start time. Tea and coffee will be served at the beginning of each day. Participants will need to make 

their own arrangements for lunch. 

 

On Sunday 15 December please meet at Gate 5 at 10.15 to be escorted in the Library. Further 

instructions about Sunday entry will be provided on Saturday.  

 
 


